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Introduction {#cam4976-sec-0001}
============

Patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) are at an increased risk of a second primary malignancy, defined as a second malignancy that presents either simultaneously or after the diagnosis of the index tumor. A synchronous second primary malignancy is detected simultaneously or within 6 months of the diagnosis of the index tumor, and a metachronous second primary malignancy is detected more than 6 months after the diagnosis of the index tumor [1](#cam4976-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cam4976-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. A second primary malignancy should be distinguished from local recurrences or metastasis of the primary tumor. A second primary malignancy is most commonly defined using the classic criteria proposed by Warren and Gates [3](#cam4976-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. Second primary malignancies are the second leading cause of death in patients with HNSCC [4](#cam4976-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, second primary malignancies are a major cause of morbidity and mortality, particularly in patients who have been effectively treated for early‐stage HNSCCs [5](#cam4976-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cam4976-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, thus highlighting the importance of detecting such malignancies for the successful management of HNSCCs [4](#cam4976-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cam4976-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#cam4976-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}.

The incidence of a second primary malignancy is approximately 5% per year. Second primary malignancies mainly occur in the head and neck, esophagus, or lungs; the lungs are the most common site (31%), followed by the oral cavity (17%) [6](#cam4976-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#cam4976-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cam4976-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. Treatments for second primary malignancies are usually decided depending on their sites and on the basis of the guidelines for different organs such as the lungs and esophagus. For simultaneous HNSCCs, comprehensive treatments would have already been completed for the first HNSCC diagnosis; however, the therapeutic decision for metachronous second primary head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (mspHNSCCs) is difficult, particularly if the second primary malignancy occurs in the head and neck, because patients with HNSCC would have already received the full complement of treatment including surgery, primary or adjuvant radiotherapy (RT), or concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT). The optimal therapy for mspHNSCCs is unclear.

Most studies have analyzed recurrence, metastasis, secondary HNSCCs, primary HNSCCs, and new head and neck tumors [11](#cam4976-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cam4976-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cam4976-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cam4976-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} using a heterogeneous population [14](#cam4976-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cam4976-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cam4976-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cam4976-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. Patients with a second primary malignancy may have more favorable prognoses than those with true recurrences do; hence, second primary malignancies should be distinguished from recurrent cancers [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cam4976-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. Lee et al. revealed that patients with laryngeal and nasopharyngeal cancers have more favorable prognoses compared with those with cancers located in other sites [19](#cam4976-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. To determine the optimal therapeutic decisions in a heterogeneous population, in this study, we enrolled patients with mspHNSCCs and excluded those with nasopharyngeal cancer, salivary gland cancer, laryngeal cancer, or other nonsquamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck. The therapeutic decision for mspHNSCCs always depends on their site or stage. However, the benefits of treatment approaches (e.g., chemotherapy \[CT\] alone, reirradiation \[re‐RT\], CCRT, and salvage surgery) and the optimal therapeutic decisions or prognostic factors for mspHNSCCs are unclear. Therefore, in this study, we explored the treatment outcomes of patients with only mspHNSCCs to determine the optimal treatment strategy for improving the survival of patients with metachronous second primary cancer at different stages and sites

Patients and Methods {#cam4976-sec-0002}
====================

In this study, the cohorts were created using data from the Taiwan Cancer Registry database. We enrolled patients diagnosed as having HNSCC from January 1, 2002, to December 31, 2011. The follow‐up duration was from the index date to December 31, 2013. Our protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of Taipei Medical University (TMU‐JIRB No. 201402018). The cancer registry database of the Collaboration Center of Health Information Application (CCHIA) contains abundant cancer‐related information including the clinical stage, treatment modalities, pathology, RT doses, RT techniques, and regimens used---CT, CCRT, or sequential CT and RT [20](#cam4976-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#cam4976-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#cam4976-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. Before accessing the datasets, researchers must sign an agreement to protect patient privacy, after which researchers can access the CCHIA database only for analyzing specific topics. Patient identification numbers in the datasets are encrypted, preventing specific patient identification [23](#cam4976-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, the diagnoses of the enrolled patients were confirmed according to their pathological data, and patients with new or recurrent HNSCC diagnoses were confirmed to have no other cancer or distant metastasis. The inclusion criteria were HNSCC (identified according to the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification \[ICD‐9‐CM\] codes 140.0--148.9), age of \>20 years, and American Joint Committee on Cancer clinical cancer stages I--IV without metastasis (*n* = 46 924). The exclusion criteria were a history of cancer before primary HNSCC and mspHNSCC diagnosis (*n* = 3753), distant metastasis (*n* = 720), missing sex data (*n* = 9), age \<20 years (*n* = 67), nasopharyngeal cancer (*n* = 3052), laryngeal cancer (*n* = 337), in situ carcinoma (*n* = 148), sarcoma (*n* = 38), salivary gland cancer (*n* = 44), and HNSCC recurrence (*n* = 4839). For patients with mspHNSCCs, the index date was the start date of the first treatment, namely CT, re‐RT, CCRT, or surgery. mspHNSCCs were diagnosed more than 6 months after primary HNSCC with pathological proof [1](#cam4976-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cam4976-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, we included 1741 patients with mspHNSCCs, which were defined as the annotation of second primary HNSCC with pathological proof in the cancer registry database according to the criteria proposed by Warren and Gates [3](#cam4976-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. We also excluded patients with mspHNSCCs who did not receive any treatments (*n* = 84), did not receive RT after the first HNSCC diagnosis (*n* = 71), did not receive re‐RT with intensity modulation radiotherapy (IMRT) (*n* = 117), or received re‐RT with stereotactic body RT (*n* = 9). In this study, the CT regimen included cisplatin, docetaxel, gemcitabine, 5‐fluorouracil, hydroxyurea, methotrexate, carboplatin, and paclitaxel; however, most patients with HNSCC recurrence received platinum‐based CT as per the Taiwan National Health Insurance policy. Finally, we enrolled HNSCC patients with and without metachronous second primary malignancies. To compare their outcomes, these patients were categorized into the following groups on the basis of the treatment modality: Group 1, comprising those undergoing CT alone; Group 2, comprising those undergoing re‐RT alone; Group 3, comprising those receiving CCRT; and Group 4, comprising those receiving salvage surgery with or without RT or CT. Comorbidities were scored using the Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) [24](#cam4976-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}. When comorbidities assessed within 6 months after index date are included in the estimate of comorbidities, the estimation results can be biased because treatment complications are included. The comorbidities included in this study were identified according to the main ICD‐9‐CM diagnosis code for the first admission or more than two repeated main diagnosis codes for visits to the outpatient department. A multivariate Cox regression analysis was used to derive the hazard ratio (HR) to determine whether factors such as age, sex, CCI score, clinical stage at the first diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC are significant independent predictors (Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The independent predictors were controlled for or stratified in the analysis, and the endpoint was the all‐cause mortality rate among treatments, with Group 1 serving as the control arm.

The cumulative incidence of death was estimated using the Kaplan--Meier method, and the differences among treatment modalities were determined using the log‐rank test. After adjustment for confounders, the Cox proportional hazard (PH) regression method was used to model the time from the index date to all‐cause mortality among patients undergoing the treatments (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}) and treatment modalities under the consideration of the RT dose and the risk of death (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In the multivariate analysis, HRs were adjusted for the age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at mspHNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC. Stratified analyses were performed to evaluate the mortality risk associated with different treatment modalities and with salvage surgery or nonsurgical intervention among treatments for different recurrent cancer stages and sites (oral cavity and nonoral cavity). All analyses were performed using SAS (version 9.3; SAS, Cary, NC). A two‐tailed *P* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#cam4976-sec-0003}
=======

We enrolled 31,762 HNSCC patients without mspHNSCCs and 1741 mspHNSCC patients without distant metastasis (Table [1](#cam4976-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The median follow‐up duration was 3.45 (interquartile range, 2.67) years in patients with mspHNSCCs. The incidence of mspHNSCCs was 13.38 per 1000 person‐years (PY), and the incidence rate of mspHNSCCs was 5.20%. Moreover, 53.05% of the patients exhibited mspHNSCCs at clinical stages III and IV at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, and 91.10% were of working age, mostly younger than 65 years (Table [1](#cam4976-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Furthermore, 5.59%, 4.10%, and 3.27% of the patients exhibited mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity, oropharynx, and hypopharynx, respectively. Moreover, Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 comprised 91, 55, 231, and 1084 patients, respectively (Table [2](#cam4976-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). A higher proportion of patients aged ≥65 years received re‐RT alone (age ≥65 year, 27.27%; mean age in Group 2, 53.87 year). By contrast, a higher proportion of younger patients (age \< 65 year) underwent CT alone, CCRT, or surgery with or without RT or CT (89.01%, 91.77%, or 86.07%, respectively). The most predominant mspHNSCC site was the oral cavity, occurring in 76 (83.52%), 43 (78.18%), 158 (68.40%), and 942 (86.90%) patients in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The clinical stages at the first HNSCC diagnosis differed in all four groups. Among patients with clinical stage IV HNSCC, a higher proportion (43.96% in Group 1) underwent CT alone, whereas a lower proportion (32.10% in Group 4) underwent surgery with or without RT or CT. The clinical stages at mspHNSCC diagnosis also differed in all four groups. Among patients with clinical stage IV HNSCC, a higher proportion (63.64% in Group 3) underwent CCRT, whereas a lower proportion (37.36% in Group 4) underwent surgery with or without RT or CT. The durations from first HNSCC were 3--5 and \>5 years in 24.30% and 28.54% of the patients, respectively. The incidence rate of mspHNSCCs increased over time. Patients with an advanced HNSCC stage at the first diagnosis exhibited a higher incidence rate of mspHNSCCs (Table [2](#cam4976-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The re‐RT doses at mspHNSCC diagnosis differed in all four groups. Among patients receiving a re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy, a higher proportion (71.00% in Group 3) underwent CCRT, whereas a lower proportion (25.00% in Group 4) underwent surgery. The CCI scores at mspHNSCC diagnosis also differed in all four groups. Among patients with a CCI of ≥6, a higher proportion (38.80% in Group 3) underwent CCRT, whereas a lower proportion (25.00% in Group 4) underwent surgery with or without RT or CT. The mortality rates were 75%, 76.44%, 71.79%, and 56.21% in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In addition, the mortality rates per 1000 PY were 46.09, 33.41, 41.58, and 18.02 in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

###### 

Characteristics of HNSCC patients with or without metachronous secondary primary HNSCC

  Treatment group   HNSCC patients without metachronous second primary HNSCC(*N* = 31 762)   HNSCC patients with metachronous second primary HNSCC(*N* = 1741)
  ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------
  Gender            \<0.001                                                                  
  Male              29011 (94.53)                                                            1679 (5.47)
  Female            2751 (97.80)                                                             62 (2.20)
  Age groups        \<0.001                                                                  
  20--35            1263 (95.39)                                                             61 (4.61)
  36--49            11919 (93.60)                                                            815 (6.40)
  50--64            13072 (94.86)                                                            709 (5.14)
  ≥65               5508 (97.25)                                                             156 (2.75)
  Cancer site       \<0.001                                                                  
  Oral cavity       25331 (94.41)                                                            1499 (5.59)
  Oropharynx        2785 (95.90)                                                             119 (4.10)
  Hypopharynx       3643 (96.73)                                                             123 (3.27)

Row percentages are presented in this table.

*P* values were calculated by the chi‐squared test.
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###### 

Characteristics for metachronous secondary HNSCC patients with different treatment modalities

  Treatment group                     1: CT alone (*n* = 91)   2: Re‐RT alone (*n* = 55)   3: CCRT (*n* = 231)   4: Surgery **+/‐** RT/CT (*n* = 1084)
  ----------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Variable                            *n* (%)                  *n* (%)                     *n* (%)               *n* (%)
  Gender                                                                                                         
  Male                                89 (97.80)               53 (96.36)                  226 (97.84)           1043 (96.22)
  Female                              2 (2.20)                 2 (3.64)                    5 (2.16)              41 (3.78)
  Age: Mean (SD)                      50.32 (8.24)             53.87 (9.48)                49.45 (8.41)          50.46 (9.60)
  Age groups                                                                                                     
  20--49                              28 (30.77)               15 (27.27)                  85 (36.80)            380 (35.06)
  50--64                              53 (58.24)               25 (45.45)                  127 (54.98)           553 (51.01)
  ≥65                                 10 (10.99)               15 (27.27)                  19 (8.23)             151 (13.93)
  AJCC clinical stage for 1st HNSCC                                                                              
  1                                   9 (9.89)                 13 (23.64)                  42 (18.18)            262 (24.17)
  2                                   29 (31.87)               11 (20.00)                  53 (22.94)            267 (24.63)
  3                                   13 (14.29)               13 (23.64)                  42 (18.18)            207 (19.10)
  4                                   40 (43.96)               18 (32.73)                  94 (40.69)            348 (32.10)
  AJCC clinical stage for 2nd HNSCC                                                                              
  1                                   23 (25.27)               11 (20.00)                  36 (15.58)            386 (35.61)
  2                                   20 (21.98)               12 (21.82)                  48 (20.78)            293 (27.03)
  3 + 4                               48 (52.75)               32 (58.18)                  147 (63.64)           405 (37.36)
  Second HNSCC Site                                                                                              
  Oral cavity                         76 (83.52)               43 (78.18)                  158 (68.40)           942 (86.90)
  Hypopharynx                         6 (6.59)                 7 (12.73)                   32 (13.85)            71 (6.55)
  Oropharynx                          9 (9.89)                 5 (9.09)                    41 (17.75)            71 (6.55)
  Duration from first HNSCC                                                                                      
  6--12 months                        10 (10.99)               7 (12.73)                   27 (11.69)            109 (10.06)
  1--3 years                          28 (30.77)               13 (23.64)                  73 (31.60)            422 (38.93)
  3--5 years                          24 (26.37)               15 (27.27)                  63 (27.27)            253 (23.34)
  \>5 years                           29 (31.87)               20 (36.36)                  68 (29.44)            300 (27.68)
  Re‐RT dose for second HNSCC                                                                                    
  No re‐RT                            91 (100.00)              0 (0.00)                    0 (0.00)              399 (36.81)
  \<6000 cGy                          0 (0.00)                 26 (47.27)                  67 (29.00)            251 (23.15)
  ≥6000 cGy                           0 (0.00)                 29 (52.73)                  164 (71.00)           434 (40.04)
  CCI                                                                                                            
  0                                   31 (34.07)               16 (29.09)                  83 (35.93)            422 (38.93)
  1--2                                23 (25.27)               13 (23.64)                  44 (19.05)            303 (27.95)
  3--5                                8 (8.79)                 7 (12.73)                   19 (8.23)             88 (8.12)
  ≥6                                  29 (31.87)               19 (34.55)                  85 (36.80)            271 (25.00)
  No. of death                        58 (63.74)               29 (52.73)                  144 (62.34)           495 (45.66)
  Mortality rate per 100 PY           46.09                    33.41                       41.58                 18.02

RT, radiotherapy; CT, chemotherapy; CCRT, concurrent chemoradiotherapy; CCI, Charlson comorbidity index.
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According to the multivariate Cox regression analysis, CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, CCI ≥6, stage at the second HNSCC diagnosis, stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent predictors (Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Moreover, univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses revealed that CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, CCI ≥ 6, stage at the second HNSCC diagnosis, stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent prognostic risk factors for overall survival (Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses also indicated that a duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years, CCRT, and surgery with or without RT or CT were significant independent prognostic protective factors for overall survival, with HRs (95% confidence intervals \[CIs\]) of 0.70 (0.61--0.81), 0.72 (0.53--0.98), and 0.40 (0.31--0.53), respectively (Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Cox regression analysis for the risk of death among metachronous secondary HNSCC patients

  Variable                                        Univariate analysis   Multivariate analysis                       
  ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- ---------
  Treatments (Reference group: CT alone)                                                                            
  2: Re‐RT alone                                  0.71 (0.46--1.11)     0.137                   0.80 (0.51--1.26)   0.336
  3: CCRT                                         0.85 (0.62--1.15)     0.282                   0.72 (0.53--0.98)   0.036
  4: Surgery **± **RT/CT                          0.38 (0.29--0.50)     \<0.001                 0.40 (0.31--0.53)   \<0.001
  Age ≥65                                         0.98 (0.79--1.21)     0.826                   0.98 (0.79--1.22)   0.865
  Male                                            1.22 (0.81--1.85)     0.347                   1.17 (0.76--1.79)   0.475
  CCI ≥6                                          1.11 (1.08--1.13)     \<0.001                 1.09 (1.06--1.11)   \<0.001
  Stage at second HNSCC diagnosis                 1.35 (1.27--1.43)     \<0.001                 1.29 (1.21--1.37)   \<0.001
  Stage at first HNSCC diagnosis                  1.19 (1.12--1.27)     \<0.001                 1.15 (1.08--1.23)   \<0.001
  Duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 year   0.76 (0.65--0.88)     \<0.001                 0.70 (0.61--0.81)   \<0.001

HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

All above variables were used in multivariate analysis.
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We performed a stratified analysis to evaluate the mortality risk among treatment modalities for different mspHNSCC stages (stages I--IV) and sites (oral cavity and nonoral cavity; Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). A stratified Cox PH model was used to analyze the risk of death and the associated treatment modality among patients with mspHNSCCs (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The all‐cause mortality risk after treatments was investigated in Groups 2, 3, and 4, with Group 1 functioning as the control arm. After adjustment for age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at mspHNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC, we determined that the adjusted HRs (aHRs; 95% CIs) for overall mortality at mspHNSCC clinical stages I and II were 0.91 (0.42--01.98), 1.34 (0.78--2.29), and 0.60 (0.38--0.96) in Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Moreover, the derived aHRs (95% CIs) for overall mortality at mspHNSCC clinical stages III and IV were 0.72 (0.40--1.82), 0.52 (0.35--0.75), and 0.32 (0.22--0.45) in Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Another stratified analysis was performed to evaluate the mortality risk among treatment modalities for patients with HNSCCs located in the oral cavity or nonoral cavity. Among patients with mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity, the derived aHRs (95% CIs) for overall mortality were 0.87 (0.51--1.49), 0.92 (0.64--1.32), and 0.48 (0.35--0.66) in Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In addition, among patients with mspHNSCCs located in the nonoral cavity, the calculated aHRs were 0.51 (0.20--1.27), 0.22 (0.11--0.41), and 0.16 (0.08--0.29) in Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). A multivariate Cox regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the risk of death and the associated treatment modality at different RT dose levels among patients with mspHNSCCs (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}). After adjustment for age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at mspHNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC in the multivariate analysis, we derived the following results: (1) Among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing re‐RT alone (Group 2), the aHRs for overall mortality were 1.40 (0.83--2.37) and 0.43 (0.22--0.85) for the dose levels of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively; (2) among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing CCRT (Group 3), the aHRs for overall mortality were 0.99 (0.67--1.46) and 0.67 (0.48--0.63) for the dose levels of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively; and (3) among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing salvage surgery (Group 4), the aHRs for overall mortality were 0.63 (0.47--0.85) and 0.49 (0.37--0.66) for the dose levels of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Stratified Cox proportional hazard model for the risk of death and the associated treatment modality

  Stratified variables                                     Treatment modality   *N*   No. of death (%)   Adjusted HR[a](#cam4976-note-0008){ref-type="fn"} (95% CI)   *P* value
  -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ----- ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ -----------
  Clinical stage of metachronous secondary primary HNSCC                                                                                                              
  Stages I and II                                          CT alone             43    19 (44.19)         1.00                                                         
  Stages I and II                                          Re‐RT alone          23    10 (43.48)         0.91 (0.42--1.98)                                            0.806
  Stages I and II                                          CCRT                 84    51 (60.71)         1.34 (0.78--2.29)                                            0.284
  Stages I and II                                          Surgery ± RT/CT      679   273 (40.21)        0.60 (0.38--0.96)                                            0.033
  Stages III and IV                                        CT alone             48    39 (81.25)         1.00                                                         
  Stages III and IV                                        Re‐RT alone          32    19 (59.38)         0.72 (0.40--1.28)                                            0.255
  Stages III and IV                                        CCRT                 147   93 (63.27)         0.52 (0.35--0.75)                                            \<0.001
  Stages III and IV                                        Surgery ± RT/CT      405   222 (54.81)        0.32 (0.22--0.45)                                            \<0.001
  Secondary HNSCC site                                                                                                                                                
  Oral cavity                                              CT alone             76    43 (56.58)         1.00                                                         
  Oral cavity                                              Re‐RT alone          43    21 (48.84)         0.87 (0.51--1.49)                                            0.617
  Oral cavity                                              CCRT                 158   99 (62.66)         0.92 (0.64--1.32)                                            0.657
  Oral cavity                                              Surgery ± RT/CT      942   420 (44.59)        0.48 (0.35--0.66)                                            \<0.001
  Nonoral cavity                                           CT alone             15    15 (100.0)         1.00                                                         
  Nonoral cavity                                           Re‐RT alone          12    8 (66.67)          0.51 (0.20--1.27)                                            0.146
  Nonoral cavity                                           CCRT                 73    45 (61.64)         0.22 (0.11--0.41)                                            \<0.001
  Nonoral cavity                                           Surgery ± RT/CT      142   75 (52.82)         0.16 (0.08--0.29)                                            \<0.001

HRs were adjusted by age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at metachronous second primary HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC
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###### 

Cox regression analysis for treatment modalities considering the RT dose and the risk of death

  Variable                               *N*   No. of death (%)   Univariate analysis   Multivariate analysis[a](#cam4976-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}                       
  -------------------------------------- ----- ------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------
  1: CT alone                            91    58 (63.74)         1.00 (--)             --                                                            1.00 (--)           (--)
  2a: Re‐RT alone (dose \<6000)          26    19 (73.08)         1.33 (0.79--2.23)     0.284                                                         1.40 (0.83--2.37)   0.212
  2b: Re‐RT alone (dose ≥6000)           29    10 (34.48)         0.38 (0.19--0.74)     0.005                                                         0.43 (0.22--0.85)   0.016
  3a: CCRT (dose \<6000)                 67    46 (68.66)         1.12 (0.76--1.64)     0.581                                                         0.99 (0.67--1.46)   0.971
  3b: CCRT (dose ≥6000)                  164   98 (59.76)         0.77 (0.55--1.06)     0.107                                                         0.67 (0.48--0.93)   0.016
  4a: Surgery ± CT (re‐RT dose \<6000)   251   168 (66.93)        0.63 (0.47--0.85)     0.003                                                         0.63 (0.47--0.85)   0.003
  4b: Surgery ± CT (re‐RT dose ≥6000)    434   245 (37.69)        0.50 (0.38--0.67)     \<0.001                                                       0.49 (0.37--0.66)   \<0.001

Age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at metachronous second primary HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC were adjusted in multivariate analysis.
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Figure [1](#cam4976-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival for the patients in the four treatment arms. The patients in Group 4 exhibited the highest overall survival rate (log‐rank test, *P *\<* *0.0001). The 5‐year overall survival rates were 25.13%, 34.93%, 20.17%, and 47.47% in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure [2](#cam4976-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} presents the Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival for the patients receiving the re‐RT dose of ≥6000 or \<6000 cGy in the four treatment arms. The survival rates of Group 4 were higher than those of Groups 1, 2, and 3 at different re‐RT doses (log‐rank test, *P *\<* *0.0001). The 5‐year overall survival rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 24.94%, 20.52%, 14.53%, and 54.95%, respectively, at the re‐RT dose of \<6000 cGy; the corresponding rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 24.79%, 55.34%, 21.09%, and 33.93%, respectively, at the re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy. Figure [3](#cam4976-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival for patients undergoing different treatments for early‐ or late‐stage mspHNSCCs. In Group 4, surgery with or without RT or CT resulted in a high overall survival in mspHNSCC patients with early‐ or late‐stage HNSCCs (log‐rank test, *P *\<* *0.0001). The 5‐year overall survival rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 42.44%, 44.56%, 20.53%, and 48.75%, respectively, for early‐stage mspHNSCCs; by contrast, these rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 12.43%, 26.32%, 19.91%, and 37.35%, respectively, for late‐stage mspHNSCCs (Fig. [3](#cam4976-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [4](#cam4976-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival for the patients undergoing different treatments for mspHNSCCs located in the oral or nonoral cavity. In Group 4, surgery with or without RT or CT resulted in a high overall survival in patients with recurrent HNSCCs located in the oral or nonoral cavity (log‐rank test, *P *\<* *0.0001). The 5‐year overall survival rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 29.42%, 41.62%, 21.53%, and 47.15%, respectively, for mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity; these rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 0%, 20.94%, 13.19%, and 44.95%, respectively, for mspHNSCCs located in the nonoral cavity (Fig. [4](#cam4976-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival among patients undergoing different treatments.](CAM4-6-142-g001){#cam4976-fig-0001}

![Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival among patients undergoing different treatments (considering the re‐RT dose).](CAM4-6-142-g002){#cam4976-fig-0002}

![Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival among patients undergoing different treatments (stratified by clinical stage).](CAM4-6-142-g003){#cam4976-fig-0003}

![Kaplan--Meier curves of overall survival among patients undergoing different treatments (stratified by cancer site).](CAM4-6-142-g004){#cam4976-fig-0004}

Discussion {#cam4976-sec-0004}
==========

Few studies have estimated the incidence of mspHNSCCs in areas containing a high proportion of betel nut chewers. In Taiwan, more than 88% of patients with head and neck cancer are betel nut chewers [25](#cam4976-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cam4976-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. Liao et al. reported that compared with nonchewers, betel nut chewers have a higher incidence of locoregional recurrence and secondary primary cancers as well as poorer disease‐specific and overall survival rates [25](#cam4976-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. Liao et al. considered the incidence of locoregional recurrence and that of secondary primary cancers, whereas this study considered the incidence of only mspHNSCCs. Therefore, this study is the first to report the incidence of mspHNSCCs alone (13.38 per 1000 PY) as well as the incidence rate of mspHNSCCs (5.20%) in areas containing a high proportion of betel nut chewers. Moreover, in this study, 5.59%, 4.10%, and 3.27% of patients exhibited mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity, oropharynx, and hypopharynx, respectively. The highest incidence rate was found for mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity. This finding might be attributed to field cancerization [27](#cam4976-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. Slaughter et al. discovered that in oral cancers, large areas of the head and neck mucosa are affected by carcinogen exposure, resulting in a wide field of premalignant disease that engenders multiple independent primary tumors [27](#cam4976-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, the incidence rate of mspHNSCCs in the oral cavity was found to be the highest in this study because a high proportion of patients with HNSCC are betel nut chewers in Taiwan.

This study is the first to estimate the true incidence of mspHNSCCs after excluding other secondary primary malignancies such as lung cancer, esophageal cancer, thyroid cancer, or other nonsquamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck including nasopharyngeal cancer. The incidence of locally recurrent HNSCCs was 40.73 per 1000 PY, and in our study cohort, 14.44% of patients exhibited locally recurrent HNSCC (data not shown). The incidence of mspHNSCCs was reported to be relatively lower than that of locally recurrent HNSCC [26](#cam4976-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, the duration from first HNSCC was 3--5 and \>5 years in 24.30% and 28.54% of patients with mspHNSCCs, respectively. The incidence rate of mspHNSCCs increased over time (Table [2](#cam4976-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). These findings are consistent with those of Lio and Jung et al. [1](#cam4976-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cam4976-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. Therefore, we suggest long‐term follow‐up of more than 5 years for patients with HNSCCs because of the increasing incidence rate of mspHNSCCs. The overall survival and response to CCRT in mspHNSCCs have also been reported to be different from those in locally recurrent HNSCC [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cam4976-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#cam4976-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. Previous studies have demonstrated that the survival and treatment response of mspHNSCCs were superior to those of locally recurrent HNSCC [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cam4976-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. This finding might be attributed to the higher number of radioresistant tumors; moreover, cancer stem cells are likely to be more resistant to therapy in locally recurrent HNSCCs [28](#cam4976-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cam4976-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#cam4976-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cam4976-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, compared to those with locally recurrent HNSCCs, 46.95% and 53.05% of patients with mspHNSCCs (relatively normal distribution) were at the early and late clinical stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, respectively (Table [2](#cam4976-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). By contrast, more than 60% of patients with HNSCC recurrence were at the late clinical stage at the first diagnosis in our study cohort (data not shown). These findings collectively demonstrate that the treatment response, incidence, mortality rate, and clinical stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis are considerably different between mspHNSCCs and recurrent HNSCCs. Selecting a homogenous population may be essential for determining the optimal treatment for mspHNSCCs; this is because 91.10% of the patients were of working age and mostly younger than 65 years (Table [1](#cam4976-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), in addition to the outcomes of mspHNSCCs being superior to those of recurrent HNSCCs.

As shown in Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}, univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis results reveal that CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, CCI ≥ 6, stage at the second HNSCC diagnosis, stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent prognostic risk factors for overall survival. The analysis results also indicate that CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent prognostic protective factors for overall survival (Table [3](#cam4976-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). According to the final report of RTOG 9610, a longer time (\>1 year) interval from first primary HNSCC is associated with improved survival in recurrent squamous cell cancer or second primary cancer [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, the duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years was a significant independent prognostic protective factor for overall survival in mspHNSCCs, because we observed no local HNSCC recurrence in our population. This observation explains why our outcomes are different from those of Spencer et al. [17](#cam4976-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. In this study, the more favorable prognostic factor of the duration from first primary HNSCC was different between recurrent HNSCCs and mspHNSCCs. To date, no other prognostic factor has been reported for mspHNSCCs. Therefore, this study is the first to provide the major prognostic factors for mspHNSCCs. CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, CCI ≥ 6, stage at the second HNSCC diagnosis, stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent prognostic risk factors for overall survival. Moreover, CCRT, surgery with or without RT or CT, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years were significant independent prognostic protective factors for overall survival.

Because the incidence of mspHNSCCs is high in the working‐age population, determining the optimal therapeutic modality is crucial. The management of second primary HNSCCs varies depending on the tumor sites and the second clinical stage. Therefore, we performed a stratified analysis to evaluate the mortality risk associated with various treatment modalities for different recurrent cancer stages and sites. After adjustment for age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at mspHNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC, the derived aHR (95% CI) for overall mortality at mspHNSCC clinical stages I and II was 0.60 (0.38--0.96, *P *=* *0.033) for salvage surgery with or without RT or CT (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}); the derived aHRs for overall mortality at mspHNSCC clinical stages III and IV were 0.52 (0.35--0.75, *P *\<* *0.001) and 0.32 (0.22--0.45, *P *\<* *0.001) for CCRT and salvage surgery with or without RT or CT, respectively. We performed another stratified analysis to evaluate the mortality risk associated with various treatment modalities for patients with HNSCCs located in the oral cavity or nonoral cavity. Among patients with mspHNSCCs located in the oral cavity, the derived aHR (95% CI) for overall mortality was 0.48 (0.35--0.66, *P *\<* *0.001) for salvage surgery with or without RT or CT. Among those with mspHNSCCs located in the nonoral cavity, the derived aHRs were 0.22 (0.11--0.41, *P *\<* *0.001) and 0.16 (0.08--0.29, *P *\<* *0.001) for CCRT and salvage surgery with or without RT or CT, respectively (Table [4](#cam4976-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). According to our results, the optimal therapeutic approach for mspHNSCCs is surgery with or without RT or CT, which exhibited the lowest aHR, regardless of the clinical stage or tumor site. Our results and the trend of therapeutic outcomes are similar to those of previous studies [11](#cam4976-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cam4976-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#cam4976-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#cam4976-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. We suggest that salvage surgery with or without RT or CT should be the first treatment choice for mspHNSCCs, particularly for patients with mspHNSCCs, because such patients have already received the full complement of treatment including primary or adjuvant RT and/or CCRT treatment. If the patient is operable, the surgical treatment of mspHNSCCs is often indicated when feasible. However, if the patient is inoperable, CCRT can be feasibly applied for mspHNSCCs, especially at the late mspHNSCC stage (Fig. [3](#cam4976-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) and in nonoral mspHNSCCs (Fig. [4](#cam4976-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). As illustrated in Figure [4](#cam4976-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, we identified no survivor in the group that underwent CT alone over a 2‐year follow‐up. Furthermore, according to the results, salvage surgery or CCRT is superior to CT and re‐RT alone. Thus, we recommend salvage surgery for mspHNSCCs if the patient is operable. Nevertheless, if the patient is inoperable, we recommend CCRT rather than re‐RT alone or CT alone. Our findings may help clinicians to select treatment modalities specific to the mspHNSCC types.

When salvage surgery is not practical, re‐RT is an option for carefully selected patients. Patients at a high risk of local recurrence after salvage surgery may benefit from increased locoregional control from adjuvant re‐RT, although no survival advantage has been demonstrated in comparison with salvage surgery alone [33](#cam4976-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. However, for re‐RT, the optimal doses for favorable local control or survival in mspHNSCCs are still unclear. IMRT should be used to minimize the risk of posttreatment complications [34](#cam4976-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#cam4976-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}. Stewart et al. revealed that re‐RT with a total dose of \<5500 cGy is associated with an extremely poor local control rate [34](#cam4976-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}. Lee et al. suggested that local control is crucial for prolonging survival in recurrent HNSCC, and that IMRT (median re‐RT dose, 5940 cGy) is associated with improved local control [19](#cam4976-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. Hence, in this study, if re‐RT was administered, we analyzed only patients with mspHNSCCs who underwent IMRT. We conducted a multivariate Cox regression analysis to analyze the risk of death and the associated treatment modality with different RT doses among patients with mspHNSCCs (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}). After adjustment for age group, sex, CCI, clinical stage at the first primary HNSCC diagnosis, clinical stage at mspHNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC in the multivariate analysis, we obtained the following results: (1) Among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing re‐RT alone (Group 2), the derived aHRs for overall mortality were 1.40 (0.83--2.37, *P *=* *0.212) and 0.43 (0.22--0.85, *P *=* *0.016) for the doses of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively; (2) among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing CCRT (Group 3), the derived aHRs for overall mortality were 0.99 (0.67--1.46, *P *=* *0.971) and 0.67 (0.48--0.63, *P *=* *0.016) for the doses of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively; and (3) among patients with mspHNSCCs undergoing salvage surgery (Group 4), the derived aHRs for overall mortality were 0.63 (0.47--0.85, *P *=* *0.003) and 0.49 (0.37--0.66, *P *\<* *0.001) for the doses of \<6000 and ≥6000 cGy, respectively (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The 5‐year overall survival rates in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 24.79%, 55.34%, 21.09%, and 33.93%, respectively, at the re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy (Fig. [2](#cam4976-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). On the basis of our outcomes, we suggest that if re‐RT is administered, IMRT at ≥6000 cGy is necessary, regardless of whether the treatment modality is re‐RT alone, CCRT, or salvage surgery. A re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy may be an independent protective prognostic factor for mspHNSCCs. If a re‐RT dose of up to 6000 cGy cannot be provided, CT alone is sufficient (Table [5](#cam4976-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}). This finding is consistent with that of Tortochaux et al. [36](#cam4976-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, who demonstrated that re‐RT at a dose of approximately 5000 cGy was not beneficial for recurrent clinical stage and secondary primary HNSCCs. According to our review of the literature, this study is also the first to demonstrate that administering a re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy with IMRT prolongs survival for mspHNSCCs compared with CT alone.

The strength of this study is the large sample size and the homogeneity of the population with mspHNSCCs. The results suggest that aggressive treatments (e.g., surgery, CCRT, and high‐dose re‐IMRT) reduce the incidence of death in patients with selected mspHNSCCs. This study is the first to indicate the optimal therapeutic decisions for patients with mspHNSCCs according to the cancer sites and stages. Aggressive treatments are more suitable; this finding should be considered in future clinical studies.

This study has limitations. First, the toxicity induced by aggressive treatments could not be determined; therefore, the treatment‐related mortality estimates may be biased. Second, information regarding the human papillomavirus (HPV) test is not recorded in the database used in this study; hence, the effect of different treatments on HPV‐positive and ‐negative patients could not be examined. However, in Taiwan, the incidence of HPV‐related HNSCC was 3.3 per 100,000 in 2009, indicating the low prevalence of HPV in Taiwan [1](#cam4976-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. Third, because all investigated patients with HNSCC were enrolled from an Asian population, the corresponding ethnic susceptibility is unclear; hence, our results should be cautiously extrapolated to non‐Asian populations. Fourth, the relatively low number of patients with mspHNSCCs located in the nonoral cavity might limit the generalizability of our conclusions. Therefore, for obtaining crucial information on population specificity and disease occurrence, a large‐scale randomized trial involving the use of carefully selected patients undergoing suitable aggressive treatments and palliative or supportive care approaches for comparison is essential. Fifth, the diagnoses of all comorbidities were completely dependent on the ICD‐9‐CM codes. Nevertheless, the Taiwan Cancer Registry Administration randomly reviews charts and interviews patients to verify the accuracy of the diagnoses, and hospitals with outlier chargers or practices may undergo an audit, and subsequently receive heavy penalties if malpractice or discrepancies are identified. Sixth, to prevent creating several subgroups, the various procedures of salvage surgery and CT regimens were not categorized separately during analyses. Therefore, the effects of different CT regimens and surgical procedures are unclear. Finally, the cancer registry database does not contain information on tobacco use, alcohol consumption, dietary habits, socioeconomic status, or body mass index, all of which may be mortality risk factors. However, considering the magnitude and statistical significance of the observed effects in this study, these limitations are unlikely to affect the conclusions.

Conclusions {#cam4976-sec-0005}
===========

Salvage surgery is recommended for mspHNSCCs if the patient is operable; however, if the patient is inoperable, CCRT is recommended, rather than re‐RT alone or CT alone. Surgery, CCRT, CCI ≥ 6, stage at the second HNSCC diagnosis, stage at the first HNSCC diagnosis, and duration from first primary HNSCC of \>3 years are significant independent prognostic risk factors for overall survival. A re‐RT dose of ≥6000 cGy may be necessary for mspHNSCCs.
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